The magnetic excitations of a double-exchange ͑DE͒ model are usually discussed in terms of an equivalent ferromagnetic Heisenberg model. We argue that this equivalence is valid only at a quasiclassical level-both quantum and thermal corrections to the magnetic properties of a DE model differ from any effective Heisenberg model because its spin excitations interact only indirectly, through the exchange of charge fluctuations. To demonstrate this, we perform a large-S expansion for the coupled spin and charge degrees of freedom of the DE model, aimed at projecting out all electrons not locally aligned with core spins. We generalized the Holstein-Primakoff transformation to the case when the length of the spin is an operator by itself, and explicitly construct fermionic and bosonic operators to fourth order in 1/ͱS. This procedure removes all spin variables from the Hund coupling term, and yields an effective Hamiltonian with an overall scale of electron hopping, for which we evaluate corrections to the magnetic and electronic properties in a 1/S expansion to order O(1/S 2 ). We also consider the effect of a direct superexchange antiferromagnetic interaction between core spins. We find that the competition between ferromagnetic double exchange and an antiferromagnetic superexchange provides on example of an ''order from disorder'' phenomenon-when the two interactions are of comparable strength, an intermediate spin configuration ͑either a canted or a spiral state͒ is selected by quantum and/or thermal fluctuations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many magnetic systems of great experimental interest, for example, colossal magnetoresistance ͑CMR͒ manganites 1, 2 and pyroclhores, 3 comprise a band of itinerant electrons interacting with an ordered array of localized magnetic moments with spin S. In many cases these systems can be modeled as a single tight band of electrons interacting with localized core spins by a Hund rule exchange interaction, and can be described by a Hamiltonian of the form
where H 0 is the bare Hamiltonian for itinerant electrons:
H 1 describes the first Hund rule ͑Kondo type͒ coupling between localized spins and itinerant electrons,
and H 2 describes a superexchange between localized spins:
Here the indices i and j run over lattice sites ␣ and ␤ over electron spin states, and components of ជ ␣␤ are Pauli matrices.
Our primary interest will be to study the limit in which the Hund's rule coupling J H is positive, and is much larger than both J 2 and t. In this case itinerant conduction electrons must be locally aligned with the core spin on any site. As the kinetic energy of electrons is minimal when all electrons are parallel, the core spins are also all parallel, i.e., the ground state is a ferromagnet. The ferromagnetic interaction between core spins mediated by conduction electrons is often referred to as ''double exchange,'' and the model described by H 0 ϩH 1 , in the limit t/J H →0, is often referred to as a doubleexchange-ferromagnet ͑DEFM͒.
Many authors demonstrated that, for classical spins, the fermion-mediated ferromagnetism is described by the effective nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model
acting quasiparticles. We demonstrate that the interaction between spin waves in the DEFM is qualitatively different from that in a Heisenberg ferromagnet, for which spin waves are exact eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. This difference gives rise to different forms of quantum and thermal corrections to the spin-wave dispersion. In particular, we show that spin excitations in the DEFM have a finite lifetime even at Tϭ0, i.e., that they cannot be true eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Physically, the difference between the two models stems from the fact that in a DEFM, the dynamics of the bosonic spin wave modes are completely determined by those of the itinerant electrons. Just as the existence of a finite density of charge carriers generates a dispersion for spin waves about the ground state of the DEFM, so fluctuations of charge density generate a retarded interaction between these spin waves. Since this interaction is proportional to the charge susceptibility of the itinerant electrons, both its value and its dependence on momentum and frequency are very different from that in the Heisenberg model.
Our second goal is to analyze what happens when the ferromagnetic DE interaction competes with the antiferromagnetic superexchange. The trade-off between fermionmediated and direct exchanges can, in principle, lead to many different ground states, and indeed numerical studies suggest a very rich phase diagram. 4 Here we address the issue how the system evolves from a DEFM to and an antiferromagnet with increasing J 2 , provided that there is no phase separation. As observed by de Gennes, 5 for classical spins, the configurations which interpolate between ferrogmagnet that and ͑FM͒ the antiferromagnetic AF order are the ones in which the neighboring lattice spins are misaligned by an angle such that cos /2ϭJ 1 /J 2 . This criterion can be satisfied by canting the spins into a two-sublattice state shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ or into a spiral state shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . However, these two configuration are not the only ones possible, as at the classical level we may take any spin of, say, a B sublattice of the canted phase, and rotate it about the direction of magnetization of the A sublattice without altering the angle between it and the neighboring spins. This rotation introduces an infinite set of classically degenerate intermediate configurations which interpolate between canted and spiral states. We performed a spin-wave analysis of the canted phase using the transformation to bosons described below, and indeed found that a local degeneracy yields a branch of spin wave excitations with sf (q)ϭ0 for all q. Since it costs no energy to make an excitation, the system cannot distinguish between different states, and is magnetically disordered even at Tϭ0. 5, 6 This argument, however, does, not hold for quantum spins, and we expect that quantum fluctuations enable the system to choose its true ground state. A widely studied example of this ''order from disorder'' behavior is provided by a highly frustrated two-dimensions ͑2D͒ antiferromagnet on a Kagomé lattice. 7 The question remains as to what kind of order is preferred in our case.
To address this issue we analyzed what is the momentum of the instability of a FM configuration. For classical spins, as discussed above, DE ferromagnetism can be described by the effective exchange model ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒. In this situation, the excitation spectrum in a FM phase is simply
where z is the lattice coordination number, and
where the sum on ͕␦ ជ ͖ runs over nearest-neighbor vectors.
This excitation spectrum vanishes identically for J 1 ϭJ 2 , in agreement with the infinite degeneracy at J 1 ϽJ 2 . Suppose now that this degeneracy is lifted by quantum fluctuations, and the spin-wave spectrum first becomes unstable at some momentum Q. One can easily demonstrate ͑see below͒ that if Qϭ0, the resulting state is a spiral, if Qϭ(,,), the instability leads to a canted state, and if Q is in between the two-limits, the system chooses some intermediate spin configuration. We show that for both small and large electronic densities ͑xӶ1 or 1ϪxӶ1͒, the DEFM becomes unstable ͑with increasing J 2 ͒ against the two-sublattice canted structure. At intermediate densities ͑0.05ϽxϽ0.68 in three-dimensions͒, the first instability is against a spiral spin configuration. Similar results hold for the 2D case. We also show that thermal corrections to sw (q) are very different from those in the Heisenberg ferromagnet, and in three-dimensions can even be of a different sign at the lowest densities of carriers. For realistic densities, we found that the functional form of the thermal correction is approximately the same as in the Heisenberg model, but the overall amplitude is substantially increased.
To proceed with the spin-wave calculations, we need a ''bosonization'' scheme which treats both core spins and itinerant electrons on an equal footing. Our approach is to transcribe the model Hamiltonian of Eq. ͑1͒ in terms of the ''natural'' collective coordinates of the Kondo coupling term under the assumption that the size of the core spin Sӷ1. This procedure has the advantage of making a clean distinction between different types of excitations ͑spin and charge modes͒, and of clearly showing the separation of different physical energy scales in the atomic limit. The transformation and its derivation are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we apply this transformation to the DE model and discuss the form of the thermal and quantum corrections to the spinwave spectrum. In this section, we also present the results for the damping rate of spin excitations. In Sec. IV, we discuss how quantum and/or thermal fluctuations select an intermediate configuration which interpolates between ferromagnetic state at J 1 ϾJ 2 and antiferromagnetic state at vanishing J 1 /J 2 . We also discuss a peculiar re-entrant transition between spiral and canted states, which is due to a competition between the selection by thermal and quantum fluctuations. Finally, in Sec. V we present our conclusions.
II. DERIVATION OF TRANSFORMATION
Since we wish to work in the limit where the Hund's rule coupling J H ӷt is the largest energy scale in the problem, it makes sense to treat the on-site Kondo coupling exactly, and to introduce hopping between sites a perturbation. In the limit where J H →ϱ, we can go one step further and project out all electrons not locally aligned with the core spins. We should also define spin-wave excitations such that they are the true Goldstone modes of the order parameter, i.e., transverse fluctuations of the composite spin:
͑32͒
The inverse transformation ͓Eqs. ͑30͒-͑32͔͒ can be applied whenever the Hamiltonian Equation ͑1͒ has a magnetically ordered ground state, and since all Fermi and Bose operators are well defined, is an ideal starting point for constructing a diagrammatic perturbation theory of spin and charge excitations in such a system, and for calculating the response functions of the DE model in a controlled way. For the simplest possible case of two core spins sharing a single electron, the model Eq. ͑1͒ can be solved exactly. 2 One of us checked explicitly that our expansion scheme reproduces all features of the exact solution, order by order in 1/ͱS. 
III. SPIN-WAVE EXCITATIONS IN THE DOUBLE-EXCHANGE MODEL
We now return to the DE model and analyze the form of the spin-wave dispersion using the transformation derived above. As discussed, for a ferromagnetic Kondo coupling J H and t/J H →0, p operators can be safely neglected. The effective Hamiltonian for the DEFM is therefore found by substituting the inverse transformation ͓Eqs. ͑30͒-͑32͔͒ into Eq. ͑1͒ and dropping all p operators. Corrections at finite t/J H will be discussed elsewhere. Substituting the transformation into the DE Hamiltonian HϭH 0 ϩH 1 and expanding in 1/S, in terms of the f and ã operators we obtain
͑36͒
Upon Fourier transform, we obtain
All energy scales are set by the electron dispersion, which, for the simple tight binding kinetic-energy term ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒, is given by ⑀ k ϭϪzt␥ k . We see that the original problem of spinfull electrons interacting with quantum-mechanical localized spins reduces to a single band of spinless fermions interacting with a reservoir of ͑initially dispersionless͒ bosonic spin modes. For this last problem we can evaluate all quantities of physical interest diagrammatically, starting from the bare bosonic Green's function given by
and the bare f electron Green's function
We note that since operators ã † and ã describe fluctuations of the composite spin, the, pole in the fully renormalized bosonic propagator D(q,i⍀ n ) coincides with the pole in the transverse spin susceptibility, i.e., D(q,i⍀ n ) describes true spin-wave excitations. Higher-order terms in the Holstein-Primakoff expansion of the composite spin T in terms of ã † and ã only give rise to the incoherent background in the spin susceptibility but do not affect the pole. This separation between the pole and the incoherent background only makes sense if the damping of spin waves is negligibly small. We will show that the spin wave damping appears only at O(1/S 3 ) such that to order O(1/S 2 ) ͑to which we will perform controlled calculations͒, nonlinear terms in the Holstein-Primakoff transformation for T can be neglected. 10 The dispersionless form of D(q,i⍀ n ) does not survive self-energy corrections arising from interaction with fermions-the bosonic self-energy depends on momentum q, and this dependence gives rise to a dispersion of the spinwave excitations. Physically, this dispersion is generated by the fact that any departure from perfect ferromagnetic ordering of composite spins costs kinetic energy. The form of this dispersion should be appropriate to a ferromagnet on a lattice, i.e., it should have a set of Goldstone modes with energy sw (q) scaling as q 2 in the zone center, and be continuous across the zone boundary.
The perturbation theory for the bosonic propagator
The lowest-order ͑in 1/S͒ contribution to ⌺(q,⍀) comes from a single loop of fermions, and this evaluates to
where
The result for J 1 can be rewritten as J 1 ϭ t/(2S 2 ) where t is the magnitude of the fermionic kinetic energy per bond on the lattice.
The classical spin-wave dispersion of the DEFM ͓Eq. 44͔ corresponds exactly to what we would expect for a nearestneighbor Heisenberg model with an exchange integral J 1 . The equivalence of the DEFM and the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model at O(1/S) was first discussed by de Gennes, 5 and results for classical spin wave dispersion was rederived by many other authors since. [11] [12] [13] 15, 16 We can translate the energy scale for zero-temperature spin-wave dispersion into a mean-field transition temperature for a Heisenberg FM using the relation
giving an approximate transition temperature for a d-dimensional quarter-filled cubic lattice with bandwidth. These estimates are in surprisingly good correspondence with transition temperatures for the real CMR materials. We now demonstrate that the DE and Heisenberg models are not equivalent beyond O(1/S). To check this, we need to go a step further and compute the spin-wave dispersion to order O(1/S 2 ). For this, we must include the O(1/S 2 ) contribution of the one-loop diagram ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ and also twoloop self-energy diagrams. The two-loop diagrams are presented in Figs. 2͑b͒-2͑d͒. The first of these diagrams represents the bosonic self-energy due to the effective fourboson interaction mediated by the Pauli susceptibility of fermions. The diagram in Fig. 2͑c͒ is the first-order contribution from the sixfold, 1/S 2 term in Eq. ͑37͒. This diagram is physically uninteresting, and is only necessary to restore the Goldstone theorem. The diagram Fig. 2͑d͒ accounts for thermal renormalization of the chemical potential and the exchange integral J 1 , but does not change the functional form of the spin-wave dispersion. We neglect this diagram below.
We see that from physics perspective, the relevant diagram is Fig. 2͑b͒ . This diagram can be thought of as a firstorder bosonic self-energy due to effective four-boson interaction mediated by fermions ͓see Figs. 3͑a͒-3͑b͔͒. The relation between the DEFM and the Heisenberg model then can be readily understood on general grounds. Indeed, in a HFM, the four-boson vertex does not depend on frequency and scales as J 1 q 2 l 2 ͑Ref. 17͒ where q, lӶ1 are the bosonic momenta. In the DEFM, the interaction is mediated by the dynamical charge susceptibility of the Fermi gas, ⌸(q Ϫl, p Ϫ l ) ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ , which is generally a complex function of momentum and frequency. This gives rise to two effects which both are relevant to our analysis:
͑i͒ ⌸(qϪl, p Ϫ l ) has a branch cut, which gives rise to a nonzero renormalization of the spin-wave dispersion at T ϭ0, and ͑ii͒ the static ⌸(qϪl,0), relevant to thermal corrections to the dispersion at TϽJ 1 S, scales differently from J 1 , and this changes the scale of the self-energy in the DEFM relative to a classically equivalent HFM. In particular, at
Thermal corrections to spin-wave dispersion in the DEFM are therefore enhanced relative to the HFM. Furthermore, at small doping x, when typical q and l exceed p F , the momentum dependence of ⌸(qϪl) causes thermal-self energy correction in the DEFM to have a different functional form from that in the HFM ͑see Fig. 4͒ .
We now proceed with the calculations. Assembling all three O(1/S 2 ) contributions to the self-energy and splitting the energy into quantum and thermal pieces, after some algebra we obtain that all unwanted terms are canceled out and the Goldstone mode at qϭ0 survives, as required. The resulting self-energy is given by
where Here n F (k)ϭn F (⑀ k ) and n B (q)ϭn B (⍀(q)) are Fermi and Bose distribution functions, respectively. The frequency dependence of the self-energy is relevant for the computations of the bosonic damping, which is of order 1/S 3 ͑see below͒, but can be neglected in the computations to order 1/S 2 as typical bosonic are of order s f (q)ϰt/S and are small by 1/S compared to typical fermionic energies which are of order t. In this situation, the full bosonic dispersion is simply
We will also neglect the temperature dependence of the Fermi functions, as we are interested in temperatures of order the spin-wave bandwidth Tϳt/SӶt. This makes possible the simple separation of the self-energy into thermal and quantum pieces as written in Eq. ͑47͒. We now analyze quantum and thermal corrections to spin-wave dispersion. We begin with the case of zero temperature.
A. Quantum corrections at TÄ0
Spin-wave dispersion
We see from Eq. ͑48͒ that at Tϭ0, the interaction with the charge degrees of freedom leads to an overall reduction in the spin wave bandwidth ͓the first term in Eq. ͑48͔͒, together with a modification in the form of the dispersion provided by the second term in Eq. ͑48͒. This second term,
͑51͒
is either positive or negative throughout the Brillouin zone, depending on doping, and has the symmetry ⌬⌺ (2) (q) ϭ⌬⌺ (2) (Ϫq) which bare spin wave dispersion does not possess. Near the center of the Brillouin zone it behaves as
is a doping-dependent constant. By symmetry, the behavior of ⌬⌺ (2) (q) near the zone corner qϷ must have exactly the same form. Along the zone diagonal,
This form is very similar to the form of correction to the Heisenberg dispersion found in numerical studies of the DE model on a ring. 18 For a small density of electrons (xϽ0.31), I(x)Ͼ0 in both two and three dimensions, and corrections to dispersion lead to a ''softening'' of modes at the zone boundary relative to those the zone center. The same is true for small densities of holes 1ϪxϽ0.07 in two dimensions and 1ϪxϽ0.06 in three dimensions. For intermediate densities 0.31(7)Ͻx Ͻ0.92(7) in two dimensions and 0.31(7)ϽxϽ0.94(2) in three dimensions, I(x) is negative, i.e., quantum effects cause a relative softening of spin-wave modes at qϭ0. These results are in good agreement with earlier numerical studies studies. 20 We discuss the consequences of the nonmonotonic doping dependence of I(x) in more detail later in Sec. IV, when we consider order from disorder effects.
We note in passing that if we formally extend our 1/S results to arbitrary S, the spin-wave dispersion becomes unstable for SϽS cr , where, in three dimensions,
. This opens up the possibility that for small S ͑e.g., Sϭ 1 2 ͒, the ground state may not be a ferromagnet, as suggested by some numerical studies. 19 However, the extension to small S is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Damping of spin waves
While spin waves are exact eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒, in the DEFM only the qϭ0 ͑Gold-stone͒ mode is an eigenstate. All other spin-wave modes in the DEFM have a finite lifetime, even at zero temperature. Physically, the possibility for a spin wave to decay at Tϭ0 is again related to the presence of fermions. A spin wave with energy sw (q) can give energy to a particle-hole pair, and decay into a lower-energy spin wave-the process described by Fig. 2͑b͒ . As a consequence ⌺ (2) (q,⍀) contains an imaginary part which describes the damping of a spin wave.
To calculate damping effects it is necessary to keep the bosonic energies ⍀, q Ј together with the fermionic ⑀ k in the denominator of ⌺ (2) (q,⍀). This means that the calculations are formally less controlled, as we include terms one order smaller in 1/S. To work rigorously at this order, it would be necessary to extend the ͑inverse͒ transformation Eqs. ͑30͒-͑32͒ to O(1/S 3 )-a very involved task. However, the physical origin of the damping is clear, and we verified that the imaginary part of the self-energy to (1/S 3 ) is fully captured by just keeping ⍀ in denominators of two-loop self-energy diagrams. We then obtain
where we have grouped together terms of O(0) and terms of O(1/S) within the argument of the ␦ function.
Without ⌺Љ(q,⍀), the imaginary part of the bosonic propagator D(q,⍀) is just a ␦ function dispersing with the spin-wave energy su (q), i.e.,
However, because of the nonzero ⌺Љ(q,⍀), the simple ␦-function peak ͓Eq. ͑56͔͒ is replaced by a broader dispersing feature with is approximately Lorentzian in shape with the maximum at sw (q).
We can obtain an estimate of the width of DЉ(q,⍀) by calculating the damping of spin waves on the mass shell,
where we have used the ␦ function on energy to eliminate terms of subleading order in 1/S from the vertex. The damping of spin waves must vanish for q→0, in order for the Goldstone theorum to be satisfied. 21, 16 This strong dependence on q survives up to qϳp F . At larger q, and p F Ӷ1, the damping of spin waves saturates at a constant value ⌫ q ϰ(t/S 3 ). At p F ϳ1, ⌫ q at q уp F is in general a rather complicated function of momentum.
In Fig. 5 we plot the imaginary part of D(q,⍀) obtained by numerically evaluating Eq. ͑55͒ for a set of momenta on the zone diagonal for a DEFM on a 2D square lattice, for Sϭ 3 2 and electron density xϭ0.82. From the plot, we see that zone corner modes are clearly broadened relative to those in the zone center. Evaluating ⌫ q throughout the Brillouin zone ͑BZ͒ for a range of dopings in two dimensions, we obtain a functional form of damping similar to that recently reported in Ref. 16 . However our estimate on the upper bound for values of damping is about 25% smaller than that given in Ref. 16 .
The results for the 3D cubic case are similar, and are best summarized by plotting the ⌫ q along all major symmetry directions. In Fig. 6 we plot the damping for a cubic system with electron doping xϭ0.7 and spin Sϭ 3 2 , in units of the electron bandwidth 2ztϭ1.0. The damping of spin waves is small at low q, but strongly momentum dependent. Damping is large for q approaching the zone edge, and has a maximum value of about 10% of the spin-wave dispersion at the zone corner. Stationary points of the damping ͑maxima, minima and points of inflection͒ occur at symmetry points of the BZ or where q crosses the Fermi surface. The large absolute value of the damping at large q in the DEFM, and its strong momentum dependence are consistent with the experimental behavior seen in neutron-scattering experiments on manganites, where damping is large, and highly momentum dependent, and can rise to ϳ10% of spin wave dispersion at the zone corner.
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B. Thermal corrections at TÌ0
We now discuss the form of the correction to the spinwave dispersion at finite T. Continuing the spirit of comparison with the low T expansion for a Heisenberg FM, we assume that TрJ 1 SӶt. In a nearest-neighbor Heisenberg FM the thermal renormalization of the spin-wave dispersion to first order in 1/S is
At the lowest temperatures,
.
͑60͒
We see that the dispersion preserves its Tϭ0 form, and that thermal fluctuations only reduce the overall scale of disper- sion by an amount which at low T is proportional to T 5/2 . For the DEFM we find below that, at small x, the form of ⌺ T (2) ϫ(q) is totally different from that in the HFM. For finite x, we find that ⌺ T (2) (q) can be crudely approximated by the same functional formulas ͓Eq. ͑60͔͒, but the overall factor has completely different doping dependence from the effective exchange coupling J 1 .
We now proceed with an analysis of Eq. ͑49͒. In general, at finite T there are three typical momenta in the problem, the spin-wave momentum q, the Fermi momentum p F , and a thermal length scale l typ ϳ(T/J 1 S) 1/2 ͑in units where the lattice constant aϭ1͒. Let us first consider the case when T is very low and l typ ϳ(T/J 1 S) 1/2 are smaller than p F . This case mimics the behavior at intermediate electron densities. Expanding in Eq. ͑49͒ in l, we obtain, after simple algebra,
where i takes the values x, y, and z. If ⌿( p,q) was just proportional to 1Ϫ␥ q , the thermal self-energy would have the same functional form as in the HFM. We see, however, that ⌿(p,q) is more complex and depends on both variables. We see that at small q and finite p, ⌿(p,q) scales as q 2 , as it indeed should. Substituting the result for ⌿(p,q) into Eq. ͑61͒, after integrating over p we find
͑65͒
At q→0,
͑66͒
At the zone boundary qϭ,
We see that N(q) Ͼ0, and hence ⌺ T (2) (q) is negative, i.e. thermal fluctuations reduce the spin-wave energy. This agrees with the spin wave result for the HFM.
In Fig. 7 we plot the form of thermal corrections to spin wave dispersion for a DEFM in one dimension with p F ϭ0.4, together with a correction proportional to 1Ϫ␥ q having the same prefactor at small q. We clearly see two effects-the suppression of temperature corrections at large q relative to small q, and a logarithmic singularity coming from the perfect nesting of the Fermi surface in one dimension.
The q 2 behavior at the smallest q exists in all dimensions as we have explicitly verified. The explicit forms are, however, rather complex, and we refrain from presenting them. It is essential that for all D, the prefactor scales as 1/p 2 for q Ӷ pӶ1. In three dimensions, the q 2 /p 2 form of ⌿(p,q) yields, for q, lӶ p F р1,
͑68͒
In two dimensions, we obtained
Since the overall scale of spin wave dispersion in the DEFM at low doping is proportional to x, ͑which scales as p F 2 in two dimension and p F 3 in three dimensions͒, we see that the overall scale of thermal corrections in the DEFM is enhanced by a factor 1/p F 2 relative to a Heisenberg model with the effective FM coupling J 1 .
Numerical results for the spin-wave dispersion in a cubic system with an electron doping of xϭ0.7, including thermal corrections, are shown in Fig. 4 . Thermal corrections are generally small compared with the quantum corrections at Tϭ0, the two effects becoming comparable only for T ϳ6J 1 S.
It is helpful to divide thermal self energy corrections in the DEFM by the thermal corrections for a Heisenberg model with the same spin stiffness J 1 S, i.e., to consider ␣͑q,x,T͒ϭ
We plot this ratio against reduced temperature T/J 1 S for several q and a range of dopings 0.1ϽxϽ0.9 in Fig. 8 . We see that for a wide range of dopings and reduced temperatures the data for different q collapse onto a single ''universal'' surface. This means that ␣ remains roughly constant as a function of T/J 1 S, and also depends only weakly on q, which implies that for the experimentally relevant intermediate dopings, the thermal self-energy in a DEFM roughly mimics that in a HFM. Still, however, the overall amplitudes of the corrections are very different for the reasons given above. We found that the ratio of the two is approximately constant at ␣Ϸ5 for 0.25ϽxϽ0.75, falling away to about ␣ϭ2 -3 for xϭ0.1 (xϭ0.9). These numbers should be compared to enhancement of corrections by a factor 2-3 relative to a nearest-neighbor HFM observed in MnO 3 in terms of effective non-nearest-neighbor couplings. We note that these are dynamically generated by the form of interaction between spin waves in the DEFM ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ . At the smallest dopings ␣ acquires a strong dependence on both q and T/J 1 S, as discussed below. We also found that for Dϭ2 and 1, the deviations from ␣ Ϸconst are more prominent for the same intermediate x. In particular, in one dimension a simple experimentation with trigonometry yields N() ϽN(0) . This implies that compared to the HFM, the strength of thermal fluctuations in the DEFM is reduced near qϭ.
We now consider analytically what happens if we lift the restrictions that both q and l typ ϳT/J 1 S are smaller than p F . As we still focus on low TрJ 1 S, p F should also be small which in turn implies that electron density xӶ1. We verified that the results similar to the ones below also hold for a small hole density 1ϪxӶ1.
Let us first consider what happens when q exceeds p F . In this limit, we can approximate ⌿(p,q) by ⌿(0,q). Substituting the result into the expression for the self-energy, we obtain, in any dimension
͑72͒
In one dimension, Eq. ͑71͒ reduces to
This result coincides with Eq. ͑64͒ as for p F Ӷ1 and q ӷp F ; N(q) from Eq. ͑65͒ reduces to N(q)ϭx(1 ϩcos q)/(1Ϫcos q), where xϭp F / ͑see Figs. 9 and 10͒. In three dimensions, Eq. ͑71͒ yields ⌺ T (2) (q)ϰp
. In two dimensions we have ⌺ T (2) (q)ϰ p F 2 T 2 . Comparing these results with Eqs. ͑68͒ and ͑69͒, we see that the at qӷp F , the self-energy is reduced by p F 2 /q 2 , relative to corrections at the zone center. This is precisely the result we anticipated on general grounds as when q exceeds p F , the effective bosonboson vertex is reduced due to the reduction of the charge susceptibility which mediates boson-boson interaction. Note that this reduction eliminates the quadratic dependence on q, i.e., the thermal self-energy becomes flat at qӷp F . Curiously enough, in three dimensions, at these low dopings, P(q) is negative for all q along zone diagonal ͓ P(q) ϭϪ(1/3)(1Ϫcos q)͔, i.e. the thermal self-energy changes sign compared to Eq. ͑68͒. In two dimensions P(q) vanishes along the zone diagonal, and in one dimension, P(q)ϭ1 ϩcos q is positive, as shown above ͓see Eq. ͑73͔͒.
The reduction of the bosonic self-energy due to the reduction of the charge susceptibility at large momenta can also be detected by analyzing the form of ⌺ T (2) when q is smaller than p F , but l typ exceeds p F . This case is even more instructive than the large q and small l typ limit, as ⌺ T (2) can be obtained analytically for arbitrary ratio of l typ and p F . Indeed, expanding in all three momenta in Eq. ͑49͒ we obtained, in three dimensions
The scaling function ⌽ 3D (y) is given by
͑75͒
For yϽ1, z min ϭ0, for yϾ1, z min ϭͱ(y 2 Ϫ1)/y 2 . Evaluating the integral analytically in the limiting cases, we find ⌽ 3D (y→0)ϭ1, ⌽ 3D (yϭ1)ϭ0, ⌽ 3D (yӷ1)ϷϪ1/y 2 . The y ϭ0 limit reproduces Eq. ͑68͒. For large y, i.e., for qӶ p F Ӷ(T/J 1 S)
where C Ͼ0. The scaling function ⌽ 3D (y) is shown in Fig. 11 . The sign change of ⌽ 3D (y) between small and large y collaborates our earlier observation that in three dimensions, the self-energy at the smallest T and at T/J 1 Sу p F have different signs. When q exceeds p F and becomes comparable to (T/J 1 S) 1/2 , Eq. ͑74͒ becomes invalid, and ⌺ T (2) (q) smoothly
, as in Eq. ͑71͒.
A very similar behavior holds in 2D case. Here we obtained
where sin max ϭ1/y. In the limit yӷ1, we found analytically ⌽ 2D (y)ϭa/y 4 with aϾ0. Again, when q exceeds p F and becomes comparable to: (T/JS) 1/2 , Eq. ͑76͒ becomes invalid, and ⌺ T (2) (q) smoothly
In the two limits, ⌽ 1D (0)ϭ1, and ⌽ 1D (yӷ1)ϭ1/y 2 . As before, when q exceeds p F and becomes comparable to (T/J*S) 1/2 , Eq. ͑78͒ smoothly interpolates into Eq. ͑73͒. We see that in any dimension, the Heisenberg form of the correction to the spin-wave dispersion is reproduced only at small (T/J 1 S) mensions is that ⌽ 3D (y) changes sign at yϭO(1) and becomes negative at large y, while ⌽ 2D and ⌽ 1D remain positive for all y.
Unfortunately, the new physics we just described is confined to very small x in three dimensions. This is simply because in three dimensions p F ϭ(6 2 x) 1/3 , and to make p F small, one needs a very small x. For such small x, our numerical analysis is not very accurate, but we were able to confirm that ⌺ T (2) (q) changes sign as T increases. We also clearly detected the downturn renormalization of ͉⌺ T (2) (q)͉ with increasing T at x ͑or 1Ϫx͒ ϳ0.1.
IV. ORDER FROM DISORDER IN THE DOUBLE-EXCHANGE MODEL
tion. 
This extra interaction modifies the dispersion ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ to give
For positive J 3 ͑antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor exchange͒, the J 3 term favors a maximum misalignment of the next-nearest-neighbor spins. This condition is best satisfied by the spiral state. For negative J 3 , the extra coupling favors a parallel orientation of next-nearest-neighbor spins. This is a property of the canted phase. Analyzing the dispersion in the presence of J 3 , we immediately see that for positive J 3 , the spectrum first becomes unstable at qϭ0 at J 1 ϭJ 2 ϩ4J 3 , while for negative J 3 the excitation spectrum first softens at J 1 ϭJ 2 at qϭ (,,) . Performing a classical spin-wave analysis for the full DE Hamiltonian with extra J 2 and J 3 terms slightly below the instability, we find that for positive J 3 , the spin wave spectrum has three zero modes: at qϭ0 and an incommensurate momenta q ជ ϭϮ(q 0 ,q 0 ,q 0 ) where q 0 ϭ. This is exactly what we expect in a spiral state. For negative J 3 , the soft modes remain at qϭ0 and at ͑,,͒. This is what we expect in a two-sublattice canted phase. The above analysis shows that the type of the ground state configuration below the instability can be obtained by analyzing the spin-wave spectrum at the instability point of the ferromagnetic phase. Using the results from Sec. III previous section we find that, at Tϭ0, the instability occurs when
where, as shown, J 1 ϭ t/2S 2 with tϭtN Ϫ1 ⌺ k n k ␥ k , and the relevant self-energy correction is presented in Eq. ͑48͒. As discussed in Sec. III, this can be split into two of two pieces. One scales as 1Ϫ␥(q) and just renormalizes J 1 . The second piece ⌬⌺ (2) (q ជ ) accounts for the renormalization of the form of the dispersion. It reads
The first instability of the DEFM will occur for some value of J 2 sufficient to cancel the bare spin dispersion and this quantum correction. The value of critical J 2 depends on the form of ⌬⌺ (2) as a function of q and doping x. We therefore consider the ratio
as a function of doping. The wave vector qϭq* for which q x has its minimum value defines the momentum of the instability.
Near qϭ0, we obtain, using Eqs. ͑52͒ and ͑53͒,
while at the zone corner
Whether the first instability occurs in the zone center or the zone corner therefore depends on the sign of I(x). At finite temperature, the range of dopings where the canted phase is selected increases with T as for realistic x, classical fluctuations primarily soften the dispersion near q ϭ0 and hence favor the spiral state, at least at small T. At higher T, and in three dimensions, thermal fluctuations may in principle, cause a re-entrant transition into a spiral phase as when T becomes larger than J H Sp F 2 , the sign of ⌺ T (2) (q) changes, and thermal fluctuations now favor the canted phase. In practice, however, we found that this sign change occurs at unrealistically large T for which our low-T analysis is inapplicable.
We conclude this section with a few words of caution. First, in our analysis we assumed that there are no nontrivial transitions inside the intermediate phase, i.e., the configuration which becomes the ground state immediately after ferromagnetic instability yields to another configuration at some distance away from the instability. Such a possibility exists in general, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no known example of such behavior. Second, we neglected phase separation. 23 To study this possibility in our approach, one has to analyze the sign of the longitudinal susceptibility in, e.g., the canted phase. If it is negative, then the system is unstable toward phase separation. 24 These calculations are currently underway.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a large-S expansion for the Kondo model on a magnetically ordered lattice, and presented a simple, physically transparent and controlled calculation scheme for evaluating corrections to magnetic and electronic properties of the model to O(1/S 2 ). Calculations are particularly straightforward in the limit where the on-site ͑ferromag-netic͒ Kondo coupling J H greatly exceeds the electron bandwidth zt ͑the double exchange model͒. In this limit we have used our expansion scheme to study quantum and thermal corrections to the spin-wave spectrum of a double-exchange ferromagnet. We argue that a double-exchange ferromagnet is equivalent to a Heisenberg model with effective coupling J 1 ϰt/S 2 only at the quasiclassical level-both quantum and thermal corrections to the spin-wave spectrum of a doubleexchange ferromagnet differ from any effective Heisenberg model because its spin excitations interact only indirectly, through the exchange of charge fluctuations. We demonstrated that the effective interaction between spin waves is mediated by the Pauli susceptibility of electrons, which has a much larger amplitude than J 1 and also has its own nonanalytical momentum and frequency dependence. We argued that at Tϭ0, the nonanalyticity in the frequency dependence of the effective vertex gives rise to a finite self-energy correction which changes the momentum dependence of the spin-wave dispersion compared to that in a Heisenberg ferromagnet. The form of the full dispersion which we found is similar to that found in numerical studies of the DE model. 18 For a small density of electrons, or a small density of holes, the corrections to dispersion lead to a ''softening'' of modes at the zone boundary relative to those the zone center. For intermediate densities, quantum effects cause a relative softening of spin wave modes at qϭ0. These results are in good agreement with earlier numerical studies. 20 The softening of zone boundary spin waves was observed in neutron-scattering experiments on CMR manganites 25 at xϳ0.7. It was suggested that this softening may be due to deviations from Heisenberg behavior in the DEFM, 18 ,25 the influence of optical phonons, 26 or to orbital degrees of freedom. 27 Our analysis argues against the first possibility as for xϳ0.7, our zero-temperature theory predicts a relative hardening rather than softening of the dispersion at ͑,,͒. We note, however, that the leading corrections to spin-wave dispersion at finite t/J H do lead to a softening of zone boundary modes. 28 We also found that the process by which spin waves decay into lower-energy spin excitations dressed with particlehole pairs leads to a finite spin wave lifetime at Tϭ0. The spin-wave lifetime is very long at low q, scaling as q Ϫ4 in three dimensions for p F Ͼq→0, but increases rapidly with increasing q. The large absolute value of the damping at large q in the DEFM and its strong momentum dependence is consistent with the experimental behavior in manganites. 25 We then analyzed in detail the form of the temperature corrections to the spin-wave dispersion. We argued that for experimentally relevant densities, the corrections roughly have the same functional form as in a Heisenberg ferromagnet, but the overall scale is much larger. At low density ͑small p F ͒, for which an analytical treatment is possible, thermal corrections in the DEFM are enhanced relative to those in a HFM with the same effective exchange coupling J 1 by a factor proportional to 1/p F 2 . At very small p F , we also found that not only the amplitude but also the functional form of the thermal self-energy in a DEFM is qualitatively different from that in a HFM. In three dimensions, the thermal self-energy in a DEFM at low doping even changes sign relative to that in a HFM. An enhancement of the temperature of overall scale corrections relative to a HFM was observed experimentally in La 0.85 Sr 0.15 MnO 3 , 22 and we believe that our finite-temperature results will be useful for an interpretation of neutron data on manganites.
We also considered the effect of a direct superexchange antiferromagnetic interaction between core spins. We find that the competition between ferromagnetic double exchange and an antiferromagnetic superexchange provides an example of an ''order from disorder'' phenomenon-when the two interactions are of comparable strength, an intermediate spin configuration ͑either a canted or a spiral state͒ is selected only by quantum and/or thermal fluctuations. We discussed which configurations are selected at various dopings.
One issue left for further study is the possibility of a phase separation in the intermediate regime into ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic regions, 4, 29 and also possible stripe formation at low hole doping. An analysis of these issues is clearly called for.
